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Cybersecurity Made Easy
Fortra's Alert Logic Managed Detection and Response (MDR) is the only solution that
delivers comprehensive coverage for public clouds, SaaS, on-premises, and hybrid
environments. Since no level of investment prevents or blocks 100% of attacks, you

24/7

Security Monitoring

need to continuously identify and address breaches or gaps before they cause real
damage.
For most organizations with limited expertise and a cloud-centric strategy, this level
of security may seem out of reach. Our cloud-native technology and white-glove team
of security experts protects your organization 24/7 and ensures you have the most
effective response to resolve whatever threats may come.
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SOC Analysts and
Threat Researchers

20+

Market-Defining Leader
Our objective is to eliminate the constant fear of the impact from cyberthreats and

Years
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attacks. Through technology, intelligence, and expertise, we have provided meaningful
security outcomes to more than 4,000 organizations worldwide. Alert Logic MDR's
strength in securing the cloud gives you access to the very best automation, visibility,
and compliance so you can confidently leverage all the benefits of the cloud.
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Comprehensive Coverage
We're customer-obsessed with an unwavering belief that organizations must be both preand post-breach secured. Alert Logic MDR has you covered by maximizing the ability to
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detect and respond to threats while minimizing the impact of successful attacks.
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Intelligent Response Beyond Notification
If a successful attack takes place, Fortra's Alert Logic Intelligent ResponseTM gives you numerous ways to reduce dwell time
before any real damage impacts your business. Our combination of automated response and expert guidance is tailored to your
specific requirements, such as group assets based on risk factors, a hybrid of automatic and manual processes when human
approval is needed, and inclusion of API integrations into your existing tools. You determine the appropriate response and Alert
Logic MDR makes it happen.

White-Glove Customer Experience
With Alert Logic MDR, cybersecurity tailored to your organization isn’t a paid upgrade or separate feature. Our solution always
is delivered at an elevated, personalized level providing exceptional customer experience and value.

From the Beginning ...
A team of dedicated security and customer success experts works directly with you to develop the best cybersecurity
solution for your organization and then guide you through the MDR journey.

Trusted, knowledgeable
partners throughout the
discovery process

Full understanding of your
current security posture

Customized discovery and
consultation to tailor
your best service

Assurance in the effectiveness
of the proposed solution
to achieve your goals

Rapid time-to-value

Achievement of your
desired outcomes

Continuous Engagement
Your team of Alert Logic security experts serves as trusted advisors who are dedicated to your continuous success.

Comprehensive, ongoing
24/7 monitoring and
detection coverage of all
your assets

Alerts and instructions
to improve your security
posture even before
threats are discovered

Dedicated technical
support and engineers
(people, not bots)

Seamlessly coexists
with your security
environment

Automated tasks

Cloud-based
security expertise

Regular Service Value
Reviews focused on
optimizing your value

Weekly enterprise calls,
ongoing reviews, surveys

For more information, visit alertlogic.com

About Fortra
Fortra is a cybersecurity company like no other. We’ve created a simpler, stronger, and more
straightforward future for our customers. Our trusted experts and best-in-class portfolio of integrated,
scalable solutions bring balance and control to organizations around the world. We’re the positive
Fortra.com

changemakers and your relentless ally for cybersecurity that prevails. Learn more at fortra.com.
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